WordPress Developer job description
OVERVIEW
Milearth Softech is into development of Web Applications and Native Mobile Applications. The Web
Developer will contribute alongside the Web & Mobile app development team for Front-End Development
and Backend Development. If needed, collaborate with Android & iOS Developers to design back-end
architecture and planning while driving the back-end execution. The appropriate candidate who meets
below requirements will join a talented team of developers working on a product getting build on Web,
Android & iOS platforms. New team members are expected to work with fellow developers for product
development and enhancement with proficiency in below mentioned:
SKILLS
1. Programming Skills:
a. PHP v5.6, Javascript
b. wordpress
c. Jquery
d. HTML and CSS
Prefered Tool: Visual Studio Code.
Knowledge of alternative tools will be appreciated (Eclipse / Notepad++ / Sublime Text Editor)
2. Database:
a. MySQL
Prefered Tool: DBeaver
Knowledge of alternative tools will be appreciated (Navicat, and MySQL Workbench).
We are looking for an experienced and passionate WordPress Developer to join our IT team! As a
WordPress Developer at our company, you will be responsible for both backend and front-end
development, which includes working on WordPress Template, themes and plugins. We are expecting you
to have a strong understanding of latest industry trends and content management systems.
WordPress Developer duties and responsibilities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Understand Clients Requirement & Creating Sitemap.
Developing or UI Samples using template tools.
Designing and implementing new features and functionality.
Ensuring high-performance and availability, and managing all technical aspects of the Wordpress.
Helping formulate an effective, responsive design and turning it into a working theme and plugin.
Experience building user interfaces for websites and/or web applications
Experience designing and developing responsive design websites
Ability to convert comprehensive layout and wireframes into working HTML pages
Debugging tools like Firebug, Chrome inspector, etc.

CANDIDATE SHOULD HAVE EXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGE OF
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gather functional requirements and create wireframes, user flows, process flows and sitemaps.
Create excellent visual design with sensitivity & simplification, focusing on usability features.
Create and maintain a robust framework to ship new features enhancing user-system interaction.
Develop all the frontend/backend and technology that powers our wonderful products.
Provide live examples of functionality and build prototypes at technical scoping stage of projects.
Research for latest trends in the mobile/web technologies and think outside of the box.
Discover, evaluate and keep management up to date on the mainstream tech, latest industry
trends.
8. Involve in concept, designing, deployment and test to increase product usability and reliability.
9. Play key role in entire app life cycle and edge cases including critical phases.
10. Keep strong grasp of security principles and how they apply to product.
11. Focus on exposure to build large scale, real world apps which are customer facing environments.
12. Work on bug fixing and provide support to improve application performance.
13. Regularly provide exposure of effective opinions to business stakeholders and management.
14. Follow development plan & update the daily reports and weekly/monthly review.
15. Work hard with fantastic learning attitude to maximize development efficiency.
16. Adopt priorities, build expertise in multi-task and work in a fast-paced environment.
17. Unconditionally act as a part of team and when needed work independently.
18. Dedicatedly show commitment towards work and make the customer’s journey amazing.
19. Keep company goals in mainstream and collaborate with cross-functional teams.
20. Maintain great interpersonal, analytical and communication skills and be a detail oriented listener.
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